According to this model,
How Life apparently works in a Holographic Universe….

1. Your Infinite I creates you as a Player to represent it in the Human Game, and tags the
specific wave frequencies that are “you” as a template in the Field.
2. Your Infinite I (not you!) decides on an experience it wants you (the Player) to have and
writes the “script” for that experience by choosing the specific wave frequencies in the Field
that will create this holographic 3D total immersion movie, down to the smallest detail. Every
experience it creates is a gift from your Infinite I to you, no matter how you might perceive or
judge that experience.
3. Your Infinite I downloads the wave frequencies for this script to your brain, along with
everything you as the Player will need to have this experience, including the money and the
support from other Players as appropriate.
4. If there are other Players involved in your experience, their Infinite I’s download to their
brains their own individual scripts, along with their parts to play in your movie that have been
written or approved by your own Infinite I.
5. Each Player has its own unique and individual experience as everyone acts out this movie,
reading their scripts. Each Player has total free will to react or respond to its experience in
any way it wants, and no reaction or response by any Player is “wrong” or “better” than any
other reaction or response.
6. Whatever feelings the Player has in reaction or response to any experience are transmitted
back to its Infinite I, which is why the Player was created in the first place - the whole point
of the Human Game.
7. No Player can experience anything that their Infinite I did not create and want for them,
and no other Player can say or do anything in your movie that your Infinite I did not agree to
and approve. (There can be no victims or perpetrators.) All other Players are giving you gifts
by volunteering to play a part in your movie, regardless of their behavior and whether you
like their gifts or not.
8. Nothing and no one “out there” has any power over you as a Player unless you give them
that power by your beliefs. (There is no “out there” out there.)
9. Each holographic experience chosen and downloaded by your Infinite I is in the present
moment. Any “memories” of the past and any references to the future are simply storylines in
that present-moment holographic 3D total immersion movie. There is nothing else but “now.”

